In this paper, we describe a novel approach, based on Markov jump processes, to model small group conversational dynamics and to predict small group performance. More precisely, we estimate conversational events such as turn taking, backchannels, turn-transitions at the micro-level (1 minute windows) and then we bridge the micro-level behavior and the macro-level performance. We tested our approach with a cooperative task, the Information Sharing task, and we verified the relevance of microlevel interaction dynamics in determining a good group performance (e.g. higher speaking turns rate and more balanced participation among group members).
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, management, scientific research, politics and a lot of other activities are accomplished by groups. For this reason, it is becoming even more important to understand the determinants of group performance. The research area of organizational behavior has proposed and tested methods to improve the effectiveness of group collaboration and to deal with the problem of group sub-optimality, groups tend to perform better than individuals but not as well as they could [Kerr and Tindale, 2004] . In particular, group dynamics have been one of the focuses as it is a key factor affecting the performance and the satisfaction of the group [Shaw, 1976] . For instance, Hall and Watson [Hall and Watson, 1970] demonstrated that the performance of a group is noticeably affected by the understandings from its members on what is a productive group process, and that the group performance could be improved by just instructing the group members to be more participative and engaged in the conversation. According to them [Hall and Watson, 1970] , a more productive group is more likely to generate group answers that are better than the individual answers by reconciling the differences among its members with win-win strategies and through 'aha' experiences.
Wilson et al. [Wilson et al., 2004] observed several tens of group processes in solving two versions of the 20-questions game. They noted that (1) groups solve significantly larger proportions of the games than individuals, (2) the questions asked by groups work increasingly better than those asked by individuals as a game proceeds and becomes harder, (3) a pair of strangers generate more (unique) ideas -that are compatible with a given list of yes/no questions and their answers -than a pair of friends, and a pair of friends generate more ideas than two individuals working alone. Many issues related to the lacking of participation, such as social-loafing and productionblocking, have been discussed by various researchers [Karau and Williams, 1993] . A very recent and interesting study has shown that groups perform better on tasks if the members have strong social skills and if the conversation reflects more group members' ideas [Woolley et al., 2010] . The tasks could range widely from brainstorming to quantitative analysis to negotiation and are drawn from all the quadrants of the McGrath Task Circumplex [McGrath, 1984] , a well-established taxonomy of group tasks based on the coordination processes they require. The major findings were that group performance is not related to the average or maximum of the members' performances but it is correlated with average social sensitivity of group and with the equality in distribution of turn taking. This and many previous findings support the speculation that certain aspects of the interactions among the members are important to group performance and are independent of specific tasks.
In this paper, we propose and discuss our approach to relate the microcosmic interaction patterns among the group members to the group performance. We propose to use the Markov jump process model, an extension of Markov chains when time is considered to be continuous instead of discrete, in order to capture how the microcosmic interaction patterns will generate the macrocosmic interaction statistics such as the equal participation among the group members and the engagement, which in turn will have consequences on group performances. In particular, we focus on modeling the form of the interaction and conversation in small group meetings. Our proposed Markov jump process models the turn taking in small group conversations following the turn taking systematics proposed by Sacks et al. [Sacks et al., 1974] . Roughly speaking, the turn taking systematics consists of turn-constructional features for determining where transitions will be relevant, two types of turn-allocational techniques (current speaker selects the next one and self-selection) for determining how a next turn will be allocated, and a set of practices for employing the turn-allocational techniques by reference to transition-relevance places. In sum, in this model the current speaker selects the next speaker, the next speaker self-selects himself or the current speaker continues at transition places. Sacks et al. used this simple systematic to explain how the conversations are locally managed, party administrated, interactively controlled and sensitive to recipient design.
We believe that the automatic prediction of small group performance through tracking the turn taking behavior from signals such as audio variance, motion, and who-faces-whom has the following advantages: (i) it is computationally cheap and power efficient; (ii) it combines multiple types of sensor data in a unified framework and achieves better performance by related different types of signals; (iii) it tells us how microcosmic interaction can have macrocosmic consequence on performance.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. In the next section, we describe previous work on automatic recognition of small group performance and outcomes. Then, we describe our Markov jump process framework to capture the structureperformance and the microcosmic-macrocosmic relationships about small group dynamics. In the fourth section, we describe a group cooperative task, the Information Sharing task, tracked using sociometric badges. After that, we show how our approach, the Markov jump process framework, is able to track and to predict the small group performance. Finally, we draw some conclusions about this study.
PREVIOUS AND RELATED WORKS
Recent works in the automatic behavior analysis started to model some relevant dynamics for the small group performance and to predict the performance obtained in different tasks using simple acoustic and visual non verbal features.
Lepri et al. [Lepri et al., 2009] addressed the possibility of predicting the individual performances of subjects involved in a small group problem solving task (Mission Survival) by means of short sequences of non verbal behavior, so called -thin slices‖. Dong et al. [Dong et al., 2009] analyzed the relationship among the brainstorming performance (e.g. the number of ideas generated) and the decision making performance and then they analyzed the relationship among the behavioral interactions between the meeting participants and their individual performances.
Kim et al [Kim et al. 2008 ] developed a real-time portable system, Meeting Mediator, able to detect social interactions and to provide a persuasive feedback to enhance the group collaboration and cooperation. In this system, the social interactions are detected using Sociometric badges [Olguín Olguín et al., 2009] and are visualized on mobile phones to promote behavioral change. Particularly in distributed collaborations, MM attempts to bridge the gap among the distributed groups by detecting and communicating social signals. In a study on brainstorming and problem solving meetings, MM had a significant effect on overlapping speaking time and interactivity level without distracting the subjects. The Sociometric badges were also able to detect dominant players in the group and measure their influence on other participants. Most interestingly, in groups with one or more dominant people, MM effectively reduced the dynamical difference between co-located and distributed collaboration as well as the behavioral difference between dominant and non-dominant people.
In [Dong and Pentland, 2010] , the authors discuss how group performance is related to several heuristics about small group dynamics enacted in performing several typical tasks (e.g., brainstorming, shopping tasks, problem solving, judgment task). The authors also proposed a new stochastic model to learn the dynamics of small group interactions and showed how is possible predicting significantly (R2 value up to 40%) the group performance using non-linguistic vocal statistics such as the number of clauses, the speaking speed, the number of vowels, the speaking turn length, the overlapping speaking, and so on.
Finally, Hung and Gatica Perez [Hung and Gatica Perez, 2010] investigated systematically automatically extracted acoustic and visual features that can be used to measure cohesion levels in small group meetings. In this study, the more predictive feature is an acoustic cue, which accumulated the total pause time between each individual's turns during a meeting segment.
MODELING CONVERSATIONAL DYNAMICS
We use Markov jump process, an extension of Markov chains when time is considered to be continuous instead of discrete, to estimate conversational turns by using the following multimodal cues: (i) speech variance, (ii) body movement variance collected using a 3 axes accelerometer, (iii) who faces whom by means of infrared scanning The rationale of using not only speech variance but also body movement variance and information about face-to-face interactions is based on some background literature. In Kendon [Kendon, 1967] was showed that the addresseraddressee pair can be easily determined by who faces whom. Then, Harrigan [Harrigan, 1985] found that the amount of listeners' bodily activation is correlated with the speaking activity of the speaker and have a relevant impact on the conversational dynamics (e.g. turn-taking).
Markov jump process is likely to output that a person is speaking if his recorded audio intensity is greater than an estimated threshold, and we carefully adjust the thresholds of the persons in a group with an optimization algorithm so that the turn-taking structure is maximally satisfied. The audio intensity for an individual in a group discussion is assumed to be a linear combination of the audio intensities of all individuals in the discussion, and the intended individual has more contribution to the intensity. In our framework, we define a speaking turn as one continuous segment, not less than 1.5 sec., where a participant starts and ends her/his speech. Then, we modeled the following aspects of the turn-taking structure: (i) taking the turn: if nobody is taking the turn, then somebody should take the turn; (ii) backchannel [Yngve, 1970] : we define backchannel as the situation where a subject Y speaks after a subject X for less than 1 sec. (e.g. -yes‖ or -uhhuh‖); (iii) speaker transitions: if somebody is ending the turn, then she/he will transfer to another person. Roughly speaking, we have a speaker transition instead of a taking the turn when a the speaking turn of a subject Y follows in systematic way the speaking turn of a subject X ; (iv) turn competition: if two persons competing for turn, then one person will win. We define a turn competition as a situation in which 2 subjects are speaking at the same time and one ends before the other.
Specifically, the conversational state consists of whether speakers have turns. The conversational state at time t is expressed as a state vector where there are C speakers and is either 0 or 1 representing speaker c is not speaking or speaking. In general, elements of can contain any value besides Boolean values, such as the number of chemicals in chemistry, the number of species in ecology and the price of an asset in economy.
Conversational state
is changed by different events , and it also determines the rates at which different events will happen. We use event vector to describe the number of different events happening in a time window: where is the number of events of type . We denote an event by a -reaction‖ where number of reactant has been consumed and number of product has been generated. In our model of conversational dynamics, an event moves turntaking status, and , are all one. We care about 4 types of events in our modeling: taking a turn, yielding a turn, transferring a turn and speaking in a back channel. We used Bayesian priors to bias the event rates towards reasonable values and tune the hyper-parameters of the priors manually. We considered 36 events in our analysis of four-person conversations: 4 different rates for the four persons to take a turn when nobody is currently taking the turn, 4 rates to yield a turn, rates to transfer turn, 4 rates to speak in a back channel, 4 rates to seize a turn when another one is having the turn, and 4 rates to yield a turn when two or more persons try to take their turns simultaneously.
We use matrix algebra to express how events change conversational state. To this end we define the reaction matrix as a matrix where is the length of the state vector and is the number of reactions. An element at column and row represents the amount added to state if reaction happens. In our modeling of conversational dynamics, entries of are either or representing moving into a state or moving out of a state. For example, in the following equation, the first three columns of represent speaker 1 starts to speak, speaker 2 transfers turn to speaker 3, and speaker 4 stops speaking. The column vector means a speaker-transition event has happened. If we multiply A by r, we get an update the state matrix.
Let
be the event vector representing the numbers of different events happening between and . In the ideal situation and the other elements of are 0 because only event happened during the period. The system states starting from and corresponding to the sequence of events are updated according to . In order to derive the inference algorithm for estimating turn-taking dynamics from noisy sensor data, we begin with the ideal situation that we know all events , where , =T and . The probability for this sequence of events to happen is P
+1
In reality we only have discrete time observations such as audio variance, body movement variance and detection of face-to-face configuration, and we want to infer from these discrete time observations how many, when and what events happened between these observations. The inference algorithm becomes non-trivial when the time interval between two consecutive observations becomes large, when we have missing data, and when we have data that are incompatible with the model. However it is possible to construct exact MCMC algorithms for inference based on discrete time observations 0, and it is possible to make inference with mean field approximation and variational method 0.
We introduced the following approximations to make the inference of turn-taking dynamics conceptually much simpler. Our first approximation is that turntaking events only happen at the times of observation, and this approximation introduces 0.05 second error in the event times. Our second approximation is that at most one event can happen between two consecutive observations or 0.1 second. Our third approximation is that the observations for inferring turn-taking state have joint Gaussian distributions conditioned on turn-taking state.
Thus the probability of a sequence of latent events , together with the corresponding latent states and observations is 
INFORMATION SHARING TASK
We tested our Markov jump process framework on a dataset collected to examine the relationship between the communication patterns and the group performance during a cooperative task. This dataset was collected from 50 groups of four members each, for a total of 200 participants. Each participant wore a Sociometric badge [Olguín Olguín, 2009 ], a wearable electronic device with multiple sensors (e.g. microphone, infrared, accelerometer) able to detect face-to-face interactions, physical proximity, body movement data and speech features. Regarding the speech, due to privacy concerns the badges do not collect content of the speech or any other feature that may identify the speaker. The Figure 2 shows an example of participants wearing sociometric badges.
Figure 1: Example of an interacting group wearing sociometric badges around the neck.
We used a variation of an hidden-profile task [Mesmer-Magnus and Church, 2009] , which measures how well the group members shares the information. The group cannot successfully perform the task unless the participants pool all the information that the members individually hold. It means that people must reason about what fact from their private information will lead to the greatest accuracy gain in the public information base.
We apply the format of a 20-questions game to the hidden-profile task to have a quantitative measure on how well the information is shared among members. In this way, the possible answer space is strictly confined and equally divided among the members. More, information from all members is required for the group to generate more efficient questions.
Each member was given a sheet of paper with a list of 10 people (possible answers) along with three attributes of their personal information, which were height, weight, and a test score. Each member's sheet had a non-overlapping set of possible answers; hence there were 40 possible answers in total among the four members. The goal of the game was to correctly guess the one person that the experimenter is thinking out of the 40 possible answers. Groups discussed to generate a yes-or-no question, which narrows down their answer space. When a question is generated, the experimenter answers the question by either a yes or a no, after which the groups continue their discussion to generate the next question based on the answer that they heard. This process was repeated until the group came to the correct answer. The number of yes-or-no questions that the group needed to come to the correct answer was the inverse-measure of the group performance. One of the participants was chosen as a task coordinator immediately before the task starts. The task coordinator's role was to be the channel of communication between the subjects and experimenter. For the first question, up to 4 minutes were provided for question generation, and 2 minutes were provided for the following questions.
The optimal strategy to quickly arrive to the answer was to ask yes-or-no questions that would narrow down the possible answer space in half. This strategy would guarantee that groups could come to the correct conclusion within log2 (40) = 5.32 number of questions. This strategy was informed to all participants before the task started. Hence, all groups aimed to generate a question that divides the answer space into half. In order to generate this optimal question, they needed to communicate verbally to correctly understand the distribution of the three attributes of the possible answers. If one more members withheld the information that they had, the group would have a biased understanding of the answer space, which resulted in asking questions that did not halve the possible answer space. Examples were given to make sure each participant had full understanding the task and the optimum strategy. Once all participants understood the study, the lists of possible answers were given to the participants. This list was different for each participant and they were non-overlapping. The participants were later allowed to talk about their list, but they were never allowed to show this list to other members. All members were given a short time (1-2 minutes) to look over the list individually before starting the conversation with other members.
Groups were given up to 4 minutes to generate their starting question, and additional 2 minutes per following questions. After the group came up with a question, the task-coordinator of the group would raise his/her hand to notify their question to the experimenter. The experimenter recorded the start and end times of each question generating phase, as well as the question that the group generated.
AUTOMATIC PREDICTION OF GROUP PERFORMANCE
We extracted group dynamics from body movement variation (through a 3-dimensional accelerometer), audio signal variation, and who faces whom (through directional infrared detection) from the Sociometric badges. We aligned the sensor data from different badges using the time-stamped Bluetooth messages going from badge to badge. We further aligned the sensor data by aligning the time points with greater than 90 percentile audio amplitudes on different badges. The resulting signals are aligned within 0.02-second error. We initialize our turn estimation algorithm by locating audio segments with greater than 90 percentile as potential pitched segments, apply mixture of Gaussian distributions model with two states on inter--pitch‖ gaps to find potential turn breakings (as gaps approximately greater than .7 second), using body movement variation of the others and the previous infrared detection as hints. The Information Sharing task has some specific group behavioral dynamics: (i) short turn lengths (1 second on average), (ii) fast speaker transitions (40 to 80 turns and back channel instances per minute) and a significant amount of parallel speaking to facilitate information gathering.
The following claims on performance-interaction relationships are supported by one-sided Wilcoxon signed ranked 1 tests [Wilcoxon, 1945] at a significance level 0.01. The group performance of the Information Sharing task is measured in terms of number of questions asked. Theoretically a group needs no more than 6 questions to solve the task if its members have complete information of one another, and in reality the groups asked from 5 to 8 questions to get the answers. During the task, the conversational events decrease the number of possible answers by different fractions and lead to the problem solution when only one answer left. The effect of a question is the combined effect of the conversational events between this question and the previous one. So, we used a duration model, the proportional hazard model [Breslow, 1975] , to correlate the fraction of possible answers deleted after each question with the rates of the different conversational events (transferring a turn, taking a turn when it is available, speaking in back channel and interruption). Survival analysis is concerned with modeling life span in different application areas, and two important functions in survival analysis are the hazard function and the cumulative hazard function :
Proportional hazard model assumes that the hazard function is proportional to the covariates where are covariates.
In the 20-questions task: each competition for turns and each turn transferring respectively increase hazard rate by 1e-3 and 1e-4 ( , both leading to more questions and worse performance; Each turn taking and each instance of speaking in back channel respectively increase hazard rate by 2.5e-4 ( and 1e-5 . Interruption in this experiment normally happens at the beginning of a turn and indicates a failure in getting a turn. Turn transferring in this experiment reflects the fact that a subject tends to speak with another subject in the same place in collocated settings. Survival analysis explains 18% variance of 20-questions performance from conversational events.
We can also construct a look-up table to explain the performance (good or bad) from group discussion dynamics such as the averaged number of speaking turns, the averaged number of turn competitions, the averaged number of backchannels, and the averaged number of speaking turns played by different subjects in a group discussion of 1 minute. To clarify the difference among number of speaking turns and number of speaking turns played by different subject, let we make the following example: during a group discussion meeting of 4 members (X, Y, Z, W) in a 1 minute time window first X have a turn, then Y have a turn and finally X take again the turn. In this scenario, the number of speaking turns is equal to 3 and the number of speaking turns played by different participants is equal to 2. Table 1 is computed first by estimating the rates of conversational events at different performance percentiles, and then repeatedly simulating conversational event sequences from the estimated event rates using Markov jump process, and finally counting the statistics from the simulated sequences.
As shown in Table 1 , our results suggest that a more active group discussion (higher averaged number of group speaking turns) and a more balanced or egalitarian discussion participation among the members (higher number of speaking turns played by different members) have a better performance as outcome.
We have also reconstructed the remaining items immediately before each of the 324 questions asked by the groups. We identify a situation with unbalanced information-sharing among the members focusing on 74 questions where the distribution of the remaining items has a log2-entropy below 1 indicating that the remaining items were mostly at the hands of two people out of four. Our goal was to verify if there is a relationship between unbalanced information among the group members and unbalanced participation in the group discussion. In order to do this, we verify the feasibility of predicting the fraction of speaking time of a given subject X from the fraction of the remaining items of the same subject and the opposite. We are able to predict it within 40% variance ( ) using a linear regression model over all cases.
Then, we focus our analysis on the bad performance. We identified 17 -bad‖ questions that would lead to 30% more remaining items in the worse case. Our goal was to test if there is a relationship between the low conversational participation and the -bad‖ questions. So, we ran a linear regression where the independent variable is the fraction of subject X speaking time and the dependent variable is the difference between the number of eliminated items by X and the number of items that X would eliminate after a -good‖ question. We are able to predict the fraction of speaking time of a subject from the distribution of remaining items among the subjects between the asked question and the should-be question with a 45% variance.
Finally, using only the previous turn-taking behavior of a subject X we can explains 40% variance of his future turn-taking behavior (e.g. if a person speaks 3 turns per minute for the choosing first question it is likely that she/he will speak around 3 turns for choosing the next question). Instead, using also information about the discussion dynamics of the other members we can explain 47% variance. In order to compare the performance of these 2 model, the first predict the turn statistics of subject X looking only at the previous turn statistics of Subject X (subject-based model) and the second predicts the turn statistics of subject X looking also at the turn statistics of all the other subjects (group dynamicsbased model), we ran an analysis of variance (ANOVA) test. The results of our test support the better predictive power of the group dynamics-based model at significance level .
CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this paper was to investigate and to test a novel approach to reason about group performance through modeling and sensing small group interaction dynamics. We propose a Markov jump process framework to estimate conversational events such as turn taking, turn transitions, competition to take the turn and back channel looking at 1 minute windows, bridge micro-level non verbal behaviors and macro-level performance.
We test our model on a cooperative task dataset collected in a lab setting using wearable devices able to extract speech features (e.g. speech variance), to capture face-to-face interactions by means of infrared sensors, and subjects' body motions by means of 3-axes accelerometers.
One pillar of our work is using only simple nonverbal multimodal cues (speech variance, body movement variance, and information about who is face whom) not related to the semantic contents of the interactions.
The main findings of our paper are the following: (i) the groups with a good performance have a more active discussion (more speaking turns) and a more balanced participation among the members (more speaking turns are played by different subjects) and (ii) there is a relationship between unbalanced information sharing and unbalanced involvement in discussion dynamics.
On the practical side, our results are important steps towards automatic systems able to analyze, assist and modify small group dynamics in order to provide various kinds of support to dysfunctional teams, from facilitation to training sessions addressing both the individuals and the group as a whole. On a more theoretical side, our work emphasizes the relevance of micro-level interaction dynamics in determining if the group performance will be good or bad.
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